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Atala and Rene François-René de Chateaubriand 1962
Web Theory Robert Burnett 2004-02-24 Web Theory is a comprehensive and critical introduction to the theories of the internet and the
world wide web. Robert Burnett and P. David Marshall examine the key debates which surround internet culture, from issues of
globalisation, political economy and regulation, to ideas about communication, identity and aesthetics. Web Theory explore the shifts in
society, culture and the media which have been brought about by the growth of the world wide web. It identifies significant readings, web
sites and hypertext archive sources which illustrate the critical discussion about the internet and it mediates these discussions, indicating
key positions within each debate and pointing the reader to key texts. Web Theory includes: *Chapters showing how specific media have
been affected by the internet *Boxed case studies and examples *References, an extensive bibliography and a list of web sites *A glossary
of key terms with important words highlighted in the text *A Web Theory timeline which details important events *A comprehensive and
regularly updated website at www.webtheory.nu with inks and support material
OpTic Gaming H3CZ 2016-05-17 OpTic Gaming, the four-time Call of Duty Major League Gaming Champions and one of the top eSports
teams in the world, now takes fans behind the controller—into the game and the minds of the greatest gamers in the world—in this
fascinating and unique memoir and insider guide. Emerging on the scene in 2006, OpTic Gaming has dominated the Call of Duty e-sports
arena, thanks to the talents of legendary players such as Matt “NaDeSHoT” Haag, the biggest eSports personality on earth; Seth “Scump”
Abner, the best Call of Duty player in the world; Midnite, one of the first girl gamers to rise to stardom on YouTube; and Hector “H3CZ”
Rodriguez, the team founder and CEO. With over 14 million followers across social platforms like Twitter, Facebook and YouTube, no
other team of players in eSports can match OpTic's popularity or ability to bring fans into the game. Now, these remarkable players have
collaborated to produce this one-of-a-kind book. In OpTic Gaming, they candidly share their story of becoming Call of Duty's global
royalty—ESPN XGAMES, MLG, ESWC and GFINITY champions—laying bare their lives, exploring what it takes to make it in professional
gaming, and speaking honestly about the consequences of their newfound fame. These best-of-the-best take you behind the controller,
offering insights, knowledge, and strategies to help you improve your shot, master the most complex maps, and conquer the game with the
ultimate weapons. Going beyond their number-one game, the team also discusses the rest of their lineups and how to become a champion
in any arena. Revealing their go-to strategies, best missions, and favorite challenges, OpTic Gaming brings fans closer to these wildly
popular professional gamers more than ever before.
Blindness of Modern Science Undo Uus 1994
Python Programming On Win32 Mark Hammond 2000 A demonstration of Python's basic technologies showcases the programming
language's possiblities as a Windows development and administration tool.
Disability Studies Dan Goodley 2012-08-14 This introduction to disability studies represents a clear, engaging and consistently thoughtprovoking study of the field. The book discusses the global nature of disability studies and disability politics, introduces key debates in the
field and represents the intersections of disability studies with feminist, class, queer and postcolonial analyses. The book has a clear and
coherent format which matches the interdisciplinary framework of disability studies - including chapters on sociology, critical psychology,
discourse analysis, psychoanalysis and education. Sitting alongside discussions on the global and glocal significance of disability studies
these chapters include: Society: Sociological disability studies Individuals: De-psychologising disability studies Psychology: Critical
psychological disability studies Culture: Psychoanalytic disability studies Education: Inclusive disability studies Each chapter engages
with important areas of analysis such as the individual, society, community and education to explore the realities of oppression
experienced by disabled people and to develop the possibilities for addressing it. Broad, dynamic and interdisciplinary in scope this book
will be crucial reading for students, researchers and practitioners alike.
Disability and Social Theory D. Goodley 2012-06-01 This comprehensive, interdisciplinary collection, examines disability from a
theoretical perspective, challenging views of disability that dominate mainstream thinking. Throughout, social theories of disability
intersect with ideas associated with sex/gender, race/ethnicity, class and nation.
Sports Law in the United States Matthew J. Mitten 2017-06-20 Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of
Laws, this practical analysis of sports law in the United States deals with the regulation of sports activity by both public authorities and
private sports organizations. The growing internationalization of sports inevitably increases the weight of global regulation, yet each
country maintains its own distinct regime of sports law and its own national and local sports organizations. Sports law at a national or
organizational level thus gains a growing relevance in comparative law. The book describes and discusses both state-created rules and
autonomous self-regulation regarding the variety of economic, social, commercial, cultural, and political aspects of sports activities. Self-

regulation manifests itself in the form of by-laws, and encompasses organizational provisions, disciplinary rules, and rules of play.
However, the trend towards more professionalism in sports and the growing economic, social and cultural relevance of sports have
prompted an increasing reliance on legal rules adopted by public authorities. This form of regulation appears in a variety of legal areas,
including criminal law, labour law, commercial law, tax law, competition law, and tort law, and may vary following a particular type or
sector of sport. It is in this dual and overlapping context that such much-publicized aspects as doping, sponsoring and media, and
responsibility for injuries are legally measured. This monograph fills a gap in the legal literature by giving academics, practitioners, sports
organizations, and policy makers access to sports law at this specific level. Lawyers representing parties with interests in the United States
will welcome this very useful guide, and academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the study of comparative sports law.
Proceedings of the 18th International Meshing Roundtable Brett W. Clark 2009-11-26 This volume contains the articles presented at the
18th International Meshing Roundtable (IMR) organized, in part, by Sandia National Laboratories and held October 25-28, 2009 in Salt
Lake City, Utah, USA. The volume presents recent results of mesh generation and adaptation which has applications to finite element
simulation. It introduces theoretical and novel ideas with practical potential.
Higher-Order Perl Mark Jason Dominus 2005-03-31 Most Perl programmers were originally trained as C and Unix programmers, so the
Perl programs that they write bear a strong resemblance to C programs. However, Perl incorporates many features that have their roots in
other languages such as Lisp. These advanced features are not well understood and are rarely used by most Perl programmers, but they
are very powerful. They can automate tasks in everyday programming that are difficult to solve in any other way. One of the most powerful
of these techniques is writing functions that manufacture or modify other functions. For example, instead of writing ten similar functions, a
programmer can write a general pattern or framework that can then create the functions as needed according to the pattern. For several
years Mark Jason Dominus has worked to apply functional programming techniques to Perl. Now Mark brings these flexible programming
methods that he has successfully taught in numerous tutorials and training sessions to a wider audience. * Introduces powerful
programming methods new to most Perl programmers that were previously the domain of computer scientists * Gradually builds up
confidence by describing techniques of progressive sophistication * Shows how to improve everyday programs and includes numerous
engaging code examples to illustrate the methods
Democracy Online Peter M. Shane 2004-07-15 Taking a multidisciplinary approach that they identify as a "cyber-realist research
agenda," the contributors to this volume examine the prospects for electronic democracy in terms of its form and practice--while avoiding
the pitfall of treating the benefits of electronic democracy as being self-evident. The debates question what electronic democracy needs to
accomplish in order to revitalize democracy and what the current state of electronic democracy can teach us about the challenges and
opportunities for implementing democratic technology initiatives.
Royal Mail Martin J. Daunton 2015-11-19 The history of the post office involves many of the most significant themes in the social,
economic and political history of Britain. Daunton traces the development of the post office as an institution and as a business in the 19th
and 20th centuries and places the debates surrounding its history, performances and failings in a longer historical perspective and in the
broader context of British national history.
Evolution Vs. Creationism Eugenie C. Scott 2009-08-03 Presents the scientific evidence for evolution and reasons why it should be taught
in schools, provides various religious points of view, and offers insight to the evolution-creationism controversy.
The Great South African Land Scandal Philip Du Toit 2019-05-24 In 2007, thirteen years after adopting black rule, South Africa became a
net food importer for the first time since its founding in 1652. This book tells the story of South Africa's "land reform" which, although
proceeding at a slower pace than in Zimbabwe, is no less insidious and is leading to the same disastrous consequences. White Afrikaner
farmers are being driven from the land through a combination of murder, terrorism, and state coercion. Almost every farm taken over by
black farmers has collapsed and food production has plummeted. There are now around 30,000 white farmers left, from a high of 80,000 in
1980. When first published, pressure was exerted by the South African government to suppress this book--and the reader will soon discover
why as example after example of black failure is laid out with incontrovertible factual analysis. This book lifts the lid on what is really
happening to white South Africans since the ANC's assumption of power, and serves as a dramatic warning to Western nations of their
future should they allow Third World immigration to swamp their lands as well. Now updated with two appendices: "Land Reform in South
Africa: The Situation in 2012" and "Farm Murders: The Statistics as of January 2012." Contents Two News Articles Foreword Chapter
One: The Letsitele Valley, Limpopo Province Chapter Two: Botshabelo - The Pride of Middelburg Chapter Three: Vryheid, KwaZulu/Natal
Chapter Four: The Eastern Cape Chapter Five: Kranskop Chapter Six: The Dunns of KwaZulu/Natal Chapter Seven: Levubu, Limpopo
Province Chapter Eight: Mpumalanga Province Chapter Nine: The Limpopo Province Chapter Ten: The Western Cape Chapter Eleven:
The Northern Cape Chapter Twelve: The North West Province Chapter Thirteen: The Province of Gauteng Chapter Fourteen:
Blydevooruitzicht No More Chapter Fifteen: The Road to Poverty Chapter Sixteen: Slaughter - The Farm Murder Plague Chapter
Seventeen: Conclusion Sources Appendix 1: "Land Reform" in South Africa: The Situation in 2012 Appendix 2: "Farm Murders, The
Statistics January 2012"
Evolution in the Courtroom Randy Moore 2002 This unique reference offers a discussion of the social and legal history behind the
ongoing evolution versus creationism controversy. * Detailed chronology of the history of the debate from Aristotle in 310 B.C. to the U.S.
Senate's adoption of "Sense of the Senate" in June 2002 * Biographies of 172 key individuals on both sides of the controversy, including
Leona Wilson, who initiated the first lawsuit by creationists * An edited collection of the eight principal court decisions, including Mclean
v. Arkansas and Segraves v. State of California * Photographs and illustrations of influential people like Herbert Spencer, who coined the
terms "evolution" and "survival of the fittest"
Confronting Fiji Futures A. Haroon Akram-Lodhi 2016-01-15 Fiji, post-independence, has seen several governments, two military coups
and, amidst sweeping social, economic and political changes, the presence of divisive identity politics in its journey towards a united,
collective Fiji community. This republished edition of Confronting Fiji Futures takes in these landmark events and eventualities, and aims
at a forward-looking assessment of the realities facing Fiji in the present and the future. It focuses on the period of the coups up to and

including the 1999 general elections, when an explicitly multiethnic party won government in a surprise landslide result. This book is the
result of a collaborative research project based at the Institute of Social Studies, The Hague, in the Netherlands — an institution with a long
tradition of collaborative teaching, research and advisory services in the South Pacific region. It aims to present a range of relevant issues
from a number of vantage points. It has brought together a strong diversity of authors led by A. Haroon Akram-Lodhi, including John
Cameron, Ganesh Chand, Martin Doornbos, Yash Ghai, Holger Korth, Sunil Kumar, Biman Prasad, Jacqueline Leckie, Satendra Prasad,
Steve Ratuva, Robbie Robertson, Ardeshir Sepehri and William Sutherland.
Practical Mod_perl Stas Bekman 2003 This book gives detailed instructions on how to use, optimize, and troubleshoot mod_perl. It shows
how to get this Apache module running quickly and easily.
Nutrition in Major Metabolic Diseases C. Gopalan 1997 The role of dietary factors in a number of degenerative diseases is discussed in
this up-to-date resource on dietary management.
Shatter the Glassy Stare Peter A. Machonis 2008 This monograph presents in some detail the ways in which Faculty
Institutes--professional development opportunities where instructors immerse themselves in site-specific learning activities exactly as
students would, though only for several days--allow participants to acquire the skill to design such adventures elsewhere for their own
students. Participants undergo the stress that students feel in radically unfamiliar territory, but equally they experience the exhilaration
students exhibit when they see patterns emerge from a dizzying array of fresh stimuli. Integrative thinking and connected knowing are
energizing and provocative. Following the Acknowledgments, a Foreword by Bernice Braid, Semesters Institute Facilitators, 2007-2008
Honors Semester Committee Members, and Introduction: (1) Introduction to City as Text" and Overview of Contents; and (2) You're not
Typical Professors, Are You? (Joy Ochs), the following chapters and papers are included: Chapter 1: Campus as Text: (3) Place as Text:
Town and Gown (Anita R. Guynn); (4) From Cigarette Butts to the "Stacks" and Beyond (Mary Lou Pfeiffer); and (5) Campus as Text: a
Faculty Workshop (Joy Ochs). Chapter 2: Local Neighborhoods: (6) The Lower Ninth Ward: First Impressions, Final Realizations, Future
Plans (Janice Allen); and (7) Little Haiti as Text (Peter A. Machonis). Chapter 3: Travel Courses: (8) Adapting an Honors Pedagogy to a
General Studies Travel Course (Joy Ochs); and (9) The Adopt-a-Village Project (Rick Ostrander). Chapter 4: Science Related
Applications: (10) Turning Over a New Leaf (Devon L. Graham); and (11) Gourmet to Galapagos: Experiential Learning in the Sciences
(Kevin E. Bonine). Chapter 5: "Mythos, Logos, Ethos" Writing Exercise: (12) Crete Faculty Institute: A Change in Pedagogical Style
(Kathy A. Lyon); (13) Crossroads and Beyond (John Kandl); and (14) Do You Get the Blues? (Stephen J. Nichols). Chapter 6:
Philosophical and Practical Considerations: (15) Platonic Thoughts on the Frustrations of Experiential Learning and Teaching:
Reflections after the New Orleans Discovery and Recovery Institute (Alen W. Grose); and (16) Experiential Learning and City as Text":
Reflections on Kolb and Kolb (Robert Strikwerda). The following are appended: (1) NCHC Faculty Institutes from 1998 to 2007; (2)
Template for Institute Design; (3) How to Organize City as Text"; (4) City as Text" Strategies: Mapping, Observing, Listening, Reflecting;
and (5) Written Assignments. An about the authors section is included. (Individual papers contains references.) [For the companion piece,
"Place as Text: Approaches to Active Learning. 2nd Edition. National Collegiate Honors Council Monograph Series," see ED566722.].
Western Medicine for Chinese Faith C. S. Ho 2017-10-03 The founders of the Hong Kong College of Medicine for Chinese (HKCM) had
the lofty vision of helping to bring Western science and medicine to China, which, they hoped, would contribute to the larger objective of
modernizing the nation. That this latter goal was partly realized through the non-medical efforts of its first and most famous graduate, Dr.
Sun Yat-sen, is a well-known story. Faith C. S. Ho’s Western Medicine for Chinese brings the focus back to the primary mission of HKCM
by analyzing its role in the transfer of medical knowledge and practices across cultures. It offers a detailed account of how the pioneering
staff of the college and the fifty-nine graduates besides Dr. Sun overcame significant obstacles to enable Western medicine to gain wider
acceptance among Chinese and to facilitate the establishment of such services by the Hong Kong government. Some of these Chinese
doctors went on to practise medicine in China, but arguably the college had made the most lasting impact on Hong Kong. Ho observes that
the timing of the founding (1887) and the closing (1915) of the college could not have been more strategic. The late nineteenth-century
beginning allowed enough time for HKCM to lay a solid foundation for medical training in the city. Later, the college was ready to play a
pivotal role in the establishment of the University of Hong Kong, which had important implications for subsequent social developments in
the city. ‘Faith Ho’s concise yet comprehensive study of the Hong Kong College of Medicine examines the people and personalities who
created and sustained this remarkable institution. It is as much about medicine as it is about colonialism and Hong Kong itself.’ —John M.
Carroll, University of Hong Kong ‘This is a meticulously researched and comprehensive account of the history of the Hong Kong College
of Medicine for Chinese. Those seeking information of Western medicine in the early years of Hong Kong need look no further for surely
there is no better document than this.’ —Sir David Todd, Founding President, Hong Kong Academy of Medicine ‘It is a valuable history of
one of Hong Kong’s most important educational institutions. It provides also a commentary on the cultural exchange between Western
values and methods and those of the Chinese in that fundamental area of human concern—medicine.’ —W. John Morgan, University of
Nottingham and Cardiff University
The Dark Side of Globalization Jorge Heine 2011 "This remarkably fine book constitutes the elegant bridge between academic theorizing
about globalization and the inspired anecdotage of Thomas Friedman." Tom Farer, University Professor and past Dean, Josef Korbel
School of International Studies, University of Denver "Indispensable reading for anyone who wants to understand the full range of contents
and discontents caused by globalization." Thomas G. Weiss, Director, Ralph Bunche Institute of International Studies, CUNY; and past
president, International Studies Association Seen by some as a desirable and irreversible engine of prosperity and progress, globalization
is resisted by others as the soft underbelly of a corporate imperialism that plunders and profiteers in the global marketplace. Globalization
has brought many benefits, including the reduction of poverty in several countries. But it also has a dark side: the unleashing of negative
forces as a result of the compression of time and space made possible by modern technology. Examples include the transnational flows of
terrorism, drug and human trafficking, organized crime, money laundering, and global pandemics. How do these various expressions of
"uncivil society" manifest themselves? How do they exploit the opportunities offered by globalization? How can governments, international
organizations and civil society deal with the problem? From arms trafficking in West Africa through armed insurgencies in South Asia and

the upsurge of jihad in the age of globalization, this book examines the challenges that the dark forces of globalization pose to the
international system and the responses they have triggered. Written largely by authors from developing countries, the book's goal is to help
maximize the beneficial consequences of globalization while muting its baleful effects.
Rethinking Normalcy Rod Michalko 2009 Rethinking Normalcy introduces the growing field of disability studies to an undergraduate
audience in a variety of disciplines and programs based in the social sciences, humanities, and health sciences. The authors articulate the
depth and breadth of this newly emerging field of study and provide a vibrant foretaste of the kind of work disability studies scholars and
activists do to provocatively question the power of normalcy. Strongly interdisciplinary, this volume draws upon many different social and
cultural approaches to the study of disability, and essentially addresses disability as a social and political issue. The chapters in this book
exemplify ways of questioning our collective relations to normalcy, as such relations affect the lives of both disabled and currently nondisabled people. Over sixty per cent of this book features the work of disability studies scholars located in Canada.
The Anti-Development State Walden Bello 2005 Walden Bello, the Philippines' leading economist presents an assessment of the failure of
the Philippines to address poverty and social inequality.
Race in the Age of Obama Donald Cunnigen 2015-05-26 This volume is the second part of a two volume examination of the sociological
and cultural impact derivative of Barack Hussein Obama's initial election and re-election as President of the United States.
Putin's Wars Marcel H. Van Herpen 2015-07-01 This fully updated book offers the first systematic analysis of Putin’s three wars, placing
the Second Chechen War, the war with Georgia of 2008, and the war with Ukraine of 2014–2015 in their broader historical context.
Drawing on extensive original Russian sources, Marcel H. Van Herpen analyzes in detail how Putin’s wars were prepared and conducted,
and why they led to allegations of war crimes and genocide. He shows how the conflicts functioned to consolidate and legitimate Putin’s
regime and explores how they were connected to a fourth, hidden, “internal war” waged by the Kremlin against the opposition. The author
convincingly argues that the Kremlin—relying on the secret services, the Orthodox Church, the Kremlin youth “Nashi,” and the
rehabilitated Cossacks—is preparing for an imperial revival, most recently in the form of a “Eurasian Union.” An essential book for
understanding the dynamics of Putin’s regime, this study digs deep into the Kremlin’s secret long-term strategies. Readable and clearly
argued, it makes a compelling case that Putin’s regime emulates an established Russian paradigm in which empire building and despotic
rule are mutually reinforcing. As the first comprehensive exploration of the historical antecedents and political continuity of the Kremlin’s
contemporary policies, Van Herpen’s work will make a valuable contribution to the literature on post-Soviet Russia, and his arguments
will stimulate a fascinating and vigorous debate.
Proceedings of the 22nd International Meshing Roundtable Josep Sarrate 2013-09-03 This volume contains the articles presented at the
22nd International Meshing Roundtable (IMR) organized, in part, by Sandia National Laboratories and was held on Oct 13-16, 2013 in
Orlando, Florida, USA. The first IMR was held in 1992, and the conference series has been held annually since. Each year the IMR brings
together researchers, developers, and application experts in a variety of disciplines, from all over the world, to present and discuss ideas
on mesh generation and related topics. The technical papers in this volume present theoretical and novel ideas and algorithms with
practical potential, as well as technical applications in science and engineering, geometric modeling, computer graphics and visualization.
Passive Macromodeling Stefano Grivet-Talocia 2015-12-07 Offers an overview of state of the art passive macromodeling techniques with
an emphasis on black-box approaches This book offers coverage of developments in linear macromodeling, with a focus on effective,
proven methods. After starting with a definition of the fundamental properties that must characterize models of physical systems, the
authors discuss several prominent passive macromodeling algorithms for lumped and distributed systems and compare them under
accuracy, efficiency, and robustness standpoints. The book includes chapters with standard background material (such as linear timeinvariant circuits and systems, basic discretization of field equations, state-space systems), as well as appendices collecting basic facts
from linear algebra, optimization templates, and signals and transforms. The text also covers more technical and advanced topics, intended
for the specialist, which may be skipped at first reading. Provides coverage of black-box passive macromodeling, an approach developed
by the authors Elaborates on main concepts and results in a mathematically precise way using easy-to-understand language Illustrates
macromodeling concepts through dedicated examples Includes a comprehensive set of end-of-chapter problems and exercises Passive
Macromodeling: Theory and Applications serves as a reference for senior or graduate level courses in electrical engineering programs,
and to engineers in the fields of numerical modeling, simulation, design, and optimization of electrical/electronic systems. Stefano GrivetTalocia, PhD, is an Associate Professor of Circuit Theory at the Politecnico di Torino in Turin, Italy, and President of IdemWorks. Dr.
Grivet-Talocia is author of over 150 technical papers published in international journals and conference proceedings. He invented several
algorithms in the area of passive macromodeling, making them available through IdemWorks. Bjørn Gustavsen, PhD, is a Chief Research
Scientist in Energy Systems at SINTEF Energy Research in Trondheim, Norway. More than ten years ago, Dr. Gustavsen developed the
original version of the vector fitting method with Prof. Semlyen at the University of Toronto. The vector fitting method is one of the most
widespread approaches for model extraction. Dr. Gustavsen is also an IEEE fellow.
Computational Fluid Dynamics for the 21st Century Mohamed Hafez 2001-07-03 The goal of this book is to present the new trend of
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) for the 21 st Century. It consists of papers presented at a symposium honoring Prof. No buyuki
Satofuka on the occasion of his 60th birthday. The symposium entitled Computational Fluid Dynamics fOT the 21st Century was held at
Kyoto Institute of Technology (KIT) in Kyoto, Japan on July 15-17,2000. The symposium was hosted by KIT as a memorial event
celebrating the 100 year anniversary of this establishment. The invited speakers were from Ja pan as weil as from the international
community in Asia, Europe and North America. It is a great pleasure to dedicate this book to Prof. Satofuka in appreciation ofhis
contributions to this field. During the last 30 years, Prof. Satofuka made many important contributions to CFD ad vancing the numerics
and our understanding of flow physics in different regimes. The details of his contributions are discussed in the first chapter. The book
contains chapters covering re lated topics with emphasis on new promising directions for the 21 st Century. The chapters of the book
reflect the 10 sessions of the symposium on both the numerics and the applications including grid generation and adaptation, new
numerical schemes, optimi zation techniques and parallel computations as weil as applications to multi-sc ale and multi physics problems,

design and flow control and new topics beyond aeronautics. In the follow ing, the chapters of the book are introduced.
The Language Situation in China Li Yuming 2019-07-22 China, with the world's largest population, numerous ethnic groups and vast
geographical space, is also rich in languages. Since 2006, China's State Language Commission has been publishing annual reports on
what is called "language life" in China. These reports cover language policy and planning invitatives at the national, provincial and local
levels, new trends in language use in a variety of social domains, and major events concerning languages in mainland China, Hong Kong,
Macau and Taiwan. Now for the first time, these reports are available in English for anyone interested in Chinese languge and linguistics,
China's languge, education and social policies, as well as everyday language use among the ordinary people in China. The invaluable data
contained in these reports provide an essential reference to researchers, professionals, policy makers, and China watchers.
The Classical Heritage in Islam Franz Rosenthal 2003-12-16 The influence of classical antiquity on the religious disciplines, theology,
mysticism and law of Islam cannot be overestimated. This work demonstrates the significance of the classical heritage by drawing together
a great range of literary renderings, paraphrases, commentaries and imitations, as well as independent Islamic elaborations. Professor
Rosenthal's collection includes the work of early authors, authors of the Golden Age and later writers who imitated their works. The
Classical Heritage in Islam reveals that the Muslim adoption of and dependence on classical texts was not blind imitation or a casual
compounding of traditions, but rather an original synthesis and therefore a unique achievement.
Disability and Psychology Dan Goodley 2005-10-30 Disability is not just the physical, sensory or intellectual impairments a person has,
but the exclusion from society they face as a result. Organisations for disabled people are a growing voice in challenging this exclusion
and anti-discrimination legislation is helping to change the structures in society that have contributed to it. This book examines the
discipline of psychology in this regard. It argues that psychology has tended to ignore the socio-cultural aspects of disability and treat
disabled people as objects rather than arbiters of psychological intervention. Bringing together disabled and non-disabled researchers and
psychologists, this book proposes ideas for an enabling psychological theory and practice, and addresses questions such as: -"How can we
support the inclusion of disabled children?" - "Can therapy enable rather than pathologise?” - "What can be learnt from the experience of
disabled psychologists?" "How can psychology contribute to social models of disability?” In examining these issues, this volume
challenges the reader to reconsider the relationship between disability studies and psychology and to do so in ways that contribute to the
emancipation - rather than the exclusion - of disabled people. A key text for students on relevant courses within disability studies and
psychology degrees, this book is also an important resource for those who study or work in the areas of healthcare studies, nursing,
sociology and social work. Dan Goodley is a Reader in disability studies, University of Sheffield, with research interests in disability
theory, activism and methodology. Rebecca Lawthom is Principal Lecturer in psychology, Manchester Metropolitan University and a
member of the Research Institute for Health and Social Change. Her research interests are in disability, community and feminist
psychology.
Media & Development Shailendra Singh 2008 Does the media in the Pacific sufficiently cover development issues? Where does it go
wrong and what does it miss? What are the challenges faced by Pacific Island journalists and how does this affect coverage of development
issues? Contributors include: Associate Professor David Robie, Dr Evangelia Papoutsaki, Julie Middleton, Jaap Jasperse, Nicole Gooch
and Lisa Williams-Lahari, Dr Trevor Cullen, Kevin Barr, Professor Ron Duncan, Nazhat Shameem, Dr Shaista Shameem and Kalinga
Seneviratne. Topics include: Gender, media and development; environmental journalism and development; developing Pacific health
journalism; poverty and development; human rights and development; and development journalism - future directions.
Early Film Culture in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Republican China Emilie Yueh-yu Yeh 2018-02-14 A pathbreaking collection of essays on
early Chinese-language cinema
A Source Book in Geology, 1400-1900 Kirtley F. Mather 2013-10-01
The Business of Sports Scott Rosner 2011-01-07 The Business of Sports, Second Edition is a comprehensive collection of readings that
focus on the multibillion-dollar sports industry and the dilemmas faced by todays sports business leaders. It contains a dynamic set of
readings to provide a complete overview of major sports business issues. The Second Edition covers professional, Olympic, and collegiate
sports, and highlights the major issues that impact each of these broad categories. The Second Edition continue to provide insight from a
variety of stakeholders in the industry and cover the major business disciplines of management, marketing, finance, information
technology, accounting, ethics and law. In addition, it features concise introductions, targeted discussion questions, and graphs and tables
to convey relevant financial data and other statistics discussed. This book is designed for current and future sports business leaders as well
as those interested in the inner-workings of the industry.
Proceedings of the 21st International Meshing Roundtable Xiangmin Jiao 2012-09-13 This volume contains the articles presented at the
21st International Meshing Roundtable (IMR) organized, in part, by Sandia National Laboratories and was held on October 7–10, 2012 in
San Jose, CA, USA. The first IMR was held in 1992, and the conference series has been held annually since. Each year the IMR brings
together researchers, developers, and application experts in a variety of disciplines, from all over the world, to present and discuss ideas
on mesh generation and related topics. The technical papers in this volume present theoretical and novel ideas and algorithms with
practical potential, as well as technical applications in science and engineering, geometric modeling, computer graphics, and
visualization.
Assessing the Reliability of Complex Models National Research Council 2012-07-26 Advances in computing hardware and algorithms
have dramatically improved the ability to simulate complex processes computationally. Today's simulation capabilities offer the prospect of
addressing questions that in the past could be addressed only by resource-intensive experimentation, if at all. Assessing the Reliability of
Complex Models recognizes the ubiquity of uncertainty in computational estimates of reality and the necessity for its quantification. As
computational science and engineering have matured, the process of quantifying or bounding uncertainties in a computational estimate of
a physical quality of interest has evolved into a small set of interdependent tasks: verification, validation, and uncertainty of quantification
(VVUQ). In recognition of the increasing importance of computational simulation and the increasing need to assess uncertainties in
computational results, the National Research Council was asked to study the mathematical foundations of VVUQ and to recommend steps

that will ultimately lead to improved processes. Assessing the Reliability of Complex Models discusses changes in education of
professionals and dissemination of information that should enhance the ability of future VVUQ practitioners to improve and properly apply
VVUQ methodologies to difficult problems, enhance the ability of VVUQ customers to understand VVUQ results and use them to make
informed decisions, and enhance the ability of all VVUQ stakeholders to communicate with each other. This report is an essential resource
for all decision and policy makers in the field, students, stakeholders, UQ experts, and VVUQ educators and practitioners.
Birds, Mammals, and Reptiles of the Galápagos Islands Andy Swash 2005-01-01 This pocket-sized volume is a comprehensive guide to the
unique wildlife of the Galapagos, encompassing the birds, mammals, and reptiles a visitor to these extraordinary islands might encounter.
53 color plates.
Honors Programs and Colleges Joan Digby 2005
The Language Situation in China Li Wei 2014 China, with the world's largest population, numerous ethnic groups, and vast geographical
space, is also rich in languages. Since 2006, China's State Language Commission has been publishing annual reports on "language life" in
China. These reports cover language policy and planning, new trends in language use, and major events concerning languages in
mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan. Now these reports are available in English.
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